DISCLAIMER:
This map shows the recommended way to get from Point A to Point B. While some of the streets aren’t ideal, they have been judged to be the best available in the area. Remember that traffic conditions vary, and extra caution should be taken during rush hours. The user of this map bears the full responsibility for his or her own safety.
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UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AND DOWNTOWN TO CASWELL PARK AND KNOXVILLE ZOO

DISCLAIMER:
This map shows the recommended way to get from Point A to Point B. While some of the streets aren’t ideal, they have been judged to be the best available in the area. Remember that traffic conditions vary, and extra caution should be taken during rush hours. The user of this map bears the full responsibility for his or her own safety.
UT/Downtown to Knoxville Zoo

From UT:
Go north on 16th
Right on White Ave
Left on 12th
Right on Clinch Ave
Left on Walnut
Right on Union
Left on Gay St

From Downtown:
Take Gay St north
Right on Jackson (turns into McCalla)
Left on Jessamine
Right on 5th

To Caswell Park:
Left on Winona

To the zoo:
Continue on 5th
Left on Chestnut
Right on Woodbine
Right on Harrison
Left on 5th
At end of 5th, straight into Chilhowee Park
Follow road to the left past the lake
The zoo entrance is to the left past the parking lots

Knoxville Zoo to Downtown/UT

Exit the zoo
Turn right to enter Chilhowee Park
Exit through the western gate
Straight onto 5th
Right on Harrison
Left on Woodbine
Right on 5th

To Caswell Park:
Right on Winona

To Downtown:
Left on Jessamine
Right on McCalla (turns into Jackson)
Continue on McCalla/Jackson
Left on Gay St

To UT:
Right on Clinch
Left on James Agee